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ABSTRACT 
 
The computer engineering group at Linköping University has parts of their research dedicated 
to networks-on-chip and components used in network components and terminals. This 
research has among others resulted in the SoCBUS NOC and a flow based network protocol 
processor. The main objective of this project was to integrate these components into an IP 
router with two or more Gigabit Ethernet interfaces. 
 
A working system has been designed and found working. It consists of three main 
components, the input module, the output module and a packet buffer. Due to the time 
constraint and the size of the project the packet buffer could not be designed to be as efficient 
as possible, thus reducing the overall performance. The SoCBUS also has negative impact on 
performance, although this could probably be reduced with a revised system design. If such a 
project is carried out it could use the input and output modules from this project, which 
connect to SoCBUS and can easily be integrated with other packet buffers and system 
designs. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Project goal 
The goal of the project was to reuse and integrate the results of previous research projects at 
the university. The expected outcome was the design and implementation of an Internet core 
router (very high speed and large routing tables) on an FPGA. Once the project was started it 
became clear that typical core router performance wouldn’t be achieved. The goal was than 
changed to implementation of a router having two gigabit Ethernet ports that should cope with 
worst case conditions. 
 
A previous thesis written at the department had shown the feasibility of implementing such a 
router with an on-chip network (SoCBUS) in a custom ASIC. It was however obvious from 
the start that limitations (e.g. speed and available on-chip memory) in the hardware used in 
this project would result in lower performance than in the feasibility study. This can be 
illustrated by the assumption of a SoCBUS network 64 bits wide running at 1.2 GHz in the 
feasibility study. The expected corresponding values for an FGPA implementation were in the 
beginning a bus width of 32 bits and a clock running at around 100 MHz. 
 
The main focus during the project has been to get the complete system to run on the 
development board in a real world application. This means that practical issues have been 
prioritized and that theoretical reasoning and search for alternative solutions were limited 
once a working solution was found.  

1.2 Requirements 
The requirements were listed by the department in the project proposal before the project 
started. They can be loosely divided into primary and secondary requirements. 

1.2.1 Primary requirements 
•  The router should handle forwarding of IPv4 traffic. 
•  The router should have two Gigabit Ethernet ports and support full duplex 
•  These modules provided by the department should be used: 

o Packet classification engine 
o Forwarding (lookup) engine 
o Network on chip (SoCBUS) 

•  The design should  fit in a Xilinx Virtex-II XC2V4000 FPGA 
•  The system should be implemented on a specific development board (by Avnet) 

provided by the department. 
•  Basic real-world testing with some common Internet application should be performed. 

1.2.2 Secondary requirements 
•  Eight Gigabit Ethernet ports instead of two 
•  On-chip general purpose microprocessor (OR1200) 
•  Off-chip DDR memory for increased packet storage capability 
•  Implementation of ARP 
•  Router statistics 
•  Packet filtering 
•  Runtime update of routing tables and packet filtering 
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•  Statistics for the on-chip network 
•  Development of test setup with dedicated Gigabit Ethernet senders and receivers 
•  Extensive testing and performance measurements 
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2 Technology background 

2.1 Computer networks 

2.1.1 Layering and protocols 
In order to reduce the complexity of computer networks, the concept of layering is used. Each 
layer provides services to the layer above and uses services from the layer below. The upper 
layer is not concerned with how a service offered by a lower layer is implemented. This is 
also known as abstraction, information hiding from general Computer Science. Layer n on a 
host (a computer on a network) is usually said to communicate with layer n on another host. 
The agreement on how this communication should proceed is the protocol. Of course the 
communication has to pass through all layers lower than n in both hosts, but the concept 
simplifies system development. [1] 
 

Physical medium (wire, radio)

Layer 5

Layer 4

Layer 3

Layer 2

Layer 1

Layer 5

Layer 4

Layer 3

Layer 2

Layer 1

Layer 5 protocol

Layer 4 protocol

Layer 3 protocol

Layer 2 protocol

Layer 1 protocol

Host A Host B

 
Figure 2-1: Layering 

2.1.2 Ethernet 
Ethernet is a standard managed by IEEE. It was initially a standard for local area networks 
(LANs), but has evolved and is now also being used in metropolitan and wide area networks 
(MANs and WANs). The first Ethernet standard, 10 Mbps over a shared coaxial cable, was 
created in 1983. The Ethernet standard includes several cabling options and data rates but 
there is a common frame format and it is shown in Figure 2-2. The network addresses are 
managed by IEEE and are globally unique, although it may be possible with some network 
interface cards to change the address. The name of the standard is IEEE 802.3. [1] 
 

Preamble
Destination 

address
Source 
address

Frame 
type

Data Checksum

8 bytes 6 bytes 6 bytes 2 bytes 46-1500 bytes 4 bytes

 
Figure 2-2: Ethernet frame format 

 
Ethernet is a CSMA/CD [1] network, requiring the hosts to implement a medium access 
control (MAC) protocol. Hosts are connected either through a shared coaxial cable (not used 
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nowadays) or using a dedicated connection to a hub or a switch. A hub is a device that 
replicates all incoming data to all ports, thus making all hosts hear all the traffic on the local 
network. The switch is a smarter device. It will automatically learn which Ethernet addresses 
are using which ports and then use this information when replicating incoming data. 
 
The use of a hub or a shared coaxial cable will under normal conditions result in collisions 
since all hosts will receive all traffic. The hosts detect these collisions by listening while 
transmitting and than compare the data sent out with the incoming data. If a collision is 
detected they wait and retry later. If a network is built using switches only the intended 
receiver will see each packet once the switch has learned about the connected hosts. This 
property together with full duplex connections allowed for an implementation without 
collision detection and retransmissions. 

2.1.3 Forwarding and routing 
In a personal computer all network layers are used for its normal activity. One device that 
typically performs the absolute majority of its task on the network layer is the router. The 
basic task of a router is to connect two or more local area networks (LAN). The networks 
could possibly be of different types, such as Ethernet and Token Ring. The routers task can be 
further divided into forwarding and routing, explained later.  
 
Routers can be connected in such a way that the network can continue to operate even in the 
case of a link failure. In Figure 2-3 we can see that all hosts are reachable even if one of the 
links B-C, B-D or C-D fails. 
 

Ethernet

Router D

Router B
Host 1

Host 3

Host 2

Ethernet

Router C

Router E

Ethernet

Router A

 
Figure 2-3: Network with redundancy 

 
Forwarding is the mechanism of selecting a suitable next physical node and the associated 
output port for an arriving packet. It relies on information in lookup tables which preferably 
can handle lookup requests at the arrival rate of minimum sized packets. The structure and 
contents of a basic lookup table for router B is shown in Figure 2-4. In Figure 2-3 routers B 
and D could be considered to be core routers (not connected to local area networks) and 
routers A, C and E are edge routers. Edge routers are usually slower but might include 
software and hardware for traffic classification and prioritization. In the core routers speed is 
the top priority. 
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Destination Next router 

(in order of preference) 
Host 1 A 
Host 2 C,D 
Host 3 D,C 

Figure 2-4: Basic lookup table for router B 

 
Before correct forwarding can commence in a router the mentioned lookup tables must be 
populated. This is carried out either manually by the network administrator (referred to as 
static routing) or using one or more of the available routing protocols such as Open Shortest 
Path First (OSPF) and Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) to name a few. The routing protocols 
rely on transport layer protocols. This requires a router also to include the transport layer 
despite that a routers main task resides in the network layer. Populating the forwarding tables 
is the actual routing task. Since this project doesn’t implement any routing protocols, these 
won’t be discussed any further. 

2.1.4 Internet and TCP/IP 
Internet uses a well known protocol stack (set of protocols) referred to as TCP/IP [1]. The 
relation between the TCP/IP reference model and the ISO-OSI reference model [1] is shown 
in Figure 2-5.   
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Application

Transport
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Host-to-network

TCP/IP
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7

4

3

5

6

1

2

Layer

 
Figure 2-5: The ISO-OSI and the TCP/IP reference models 

2.1.4.1 Host-to-network (data link and physical) layer 
The lowest layer is responsible for point to point communication between neighbouring 
devices. It must be able to embed and transport IP packets between hosts. Today’s most 
popular technology is the Ethernet standard mentioned earlier. Other standards are Token 
Ring, SONET and ATM. This layer defines electrical and mechanical properties of the 
connections as well as medium access protocols. 
 
The network interface card would traditionally constitute the link layer but this is now 
changing since tasks from upper layers needs more hardware support to cope with the 
increasing data rates. An example of this is the TCP offload engine (TOE) in some Gigabit 
Ethernet controllers from Broadcom [2]. 
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2.1.4.2 Internet (network) layer 
The internet layer, using the Internet Protocol (IP), is responsible for communication between 
two or more devices over the whole logical network. It abstracts the host-to-network layer 
from upper layers which means that the TCP/IP suite allows for large heterogeneous networks 
were all hosts can communicate using IP even though they are using different underlying 
network technologies. This is one of the properties of the TCP/IP stack that has made it so 
popular. The currently used version of IP is version four, usually denoted as IPv4.  
 

Long distance serial link

Token ring

Ethernet

Router A

Host 3

Router B

Ethernet

Host 1

Host 2

Host 4

 
Figure 2-6: Heterogeneous network 

 
The Internet protocol version four provides a 32 bit address space from which a node could 
theoretically get any address as long as no two nodes are given the same address. To simplify 
routing between Internet’s subnets it’s however preferred that physically adjacent nodes get 
adjacent addresses. Some parts of the address space are reserved for specific purposes like 
multicast. To make the IP addresses easier to use for humans they are usually written as 
12.34.56.78. The 32 bits are grouped as four bytes written in decimal format and separated by 
dots. [1] 
 
Other important fields in the IP packet are header length, total packet length, time-to-live 
(TTL). The TTL field states how many routers a packet may pass before being dropped. It is 
thus required of a router to reduce the TTL by one when it forwards a packet. 
 
Since underlying protocols can have different limitations on maximum payload per packet 
and the sender might be unaware of these limitations along a packet’s path, IP packets are 
allowed to be fragmented. Necessary information for reassembly is included in the IP header. 
The reassembly might be carried out by routers along the path or left to the receiver. The IPv4 
packet format is shown in Figure 2-7. 
 
A host needs a way to find out which other hosts are on the local network and which hosts are 
on other networks, thus requiring an appropriate router to be used. The solution is a sequence 
of bits, called the netmask, which together with the destination IP address is used to determine 
if the two hosts are on the same local network. The netmask indicates which bits in every 
destination address that should be used in comparisons with the local address to determine if 
they are located on the same network. If the two hosts are located on different networks the IP 
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packets must be sent to a router. A typical host is only aware of one router, although it’s 
possible for every host to have a larger forwarding table as described in 2.1.3. 
 
It is expected that at some point in the future the current address space will be exhausted. 
Partly because of this a new version of the Internet Protocol, IP version 6 (IPv6), has been 
developed. IPv6 has an address space of 128 bits, which for all practical purposes provides an 
unlimited amount of addresses. [1] 
 

Version
Header 
length

Type of service Length

Identification Fragmentation information

TimeToLive Protocol Header checksum

Source address

Destination address

Data

Data

|

|

4 bits 8 bits4 bits 16 bits

 
Figure 2-7: IPv4 packet format 

2.1.4.3 Transport layer 
On top of the network layer we have the transport layer. It gives applications in a computer 
the necessary mechanisms for communication. This layer multiplexes and demultiplexes 
traffic and therefore allows two or more applications to use IP in a computer simultaneously. 
The two most common transport layer protocols are the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and 
the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). 
 
UDP provides a connectionless best effort (i.e. no guaranties) delivery service. UDP is 
typically used for such things as streaming (real-time) media and multiplayer games, where 
on-time arrival is top priority and late packets are of no use. An application using UDP must 
also accept packet loss without failing or implement its own retransmission mechanism. The 
application is also responsible for not overloading the network. 
 

Source port Destination port

Length Checksum

16 bits 16 bits

 
Figure 2-8: UDP Header 

 
TCP is somewhat the opposite of UDP. It is connection oriented and provides applications 
with a reliable byte stream. This means that TCP must handle error checking and 
retransmission when necessary. TCP also includes mechanisms for throttling the transmission 
rate and thereby tries not to overload the network. Throttling occurs when a sending host 
becomes aware of problems along the communication path. Such conditions are 
communicated by routers using ICMP. Packet loss can also cause throttling. 
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Source port Destination port

16 bits 16 bits

Sequence number

Acknowledgement number

Window size
Header 
length

Not used
Urg,Ack,Psh
Rst,Syn,Fin

Checksum Urgent pointer

Options (0 or more 32-bit words)
 

Figure 2-9: TCP Segment header 

2.1.4.4 Application layer 
Common and well known protocols in this layer are HTTP (used for web browsing), FTP (file 
transfer). POP3, IMAP and SMTP are protocols used for e-mail communication. Since 
application layer protocols doesn’t concern core routers they will not be discussed further. 

2.1.4.5 ICMP 
The Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) is used to monitor and report errors in the 
network. The common Ping and Traceroute programs rely on ICMP to perform their tasks. 
The ICMP protocol relies on the Internet Protocol in the same way as the transport protocols.  

2.1.4.6 ARP 
Since layer 2 addresses are separated from the IP addresses there is a need to translate 
addresses from layer 3 to layer 2. This could of course be done manually with static entries in 
all hosts, but in order to simplify administration the Address Resolution Protocol is used. ARP 
uses layer 2 broadcasts to query the local network for the Ethernet address (most common but 
ARP also supports other network types) belonging to an IP address. The machine that is 
assigned the IP address asked for responds with a unicast message. The responding host also 
updates its ARP table with the IP and Ethernet address of the host initiating the session. 
 
ARP is only used to obtain layer 2 addresses of hosts on the local network. If a host needs a 
connection to a computer on another network, is must instead obtain the layer 2 address of a 
suitable router. 

2.2 Protocol processor 

2.2.1 Introduction 
In order to support the increasing network speeds, specialized hardware must be dedicated to 
the network sub system in a computer. A designer can choose from a variety of solutions, 
each with different properties. The main alternatives for offloading the main CPU are using an 
extra general purpose processor, a fixed function ASIC or, what could be considered as a 
hybrid between the two, a specialized protocol processor. Research at the university has 
investigated these options and developed a new architecture and an RTL implementation of a 
data-flow protocol processor. Since the protocol processor is based on the novel Linkoping 
architecture which differs significantly from traditional architectures, the processor and its 
background theory and motives deserves a thorough review in this report.  

2.2.2 Intra- and interpacket tasks 
Intrapacket tasks are tasks that can be performed without considering information carried in 
earlier or later packets. This includes for example calculations and comparisons of checksums 
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and comparisons of addresses at different layers. Although this might violate the principles of 
independent protocol layers, it allows for an implementation where the data stream is partly 
processed before being stored in memory. This allows for decreased memory bandwidth 
requirements and power consumption. If protocol processing is handled by a multi processor 
system this separation also reduces the total amount of shared memory needed, since the 
intrapacket tasks has no shared memory requirements. The independence of the intrapacket 
tasks for a group of packets also allows for out of order execution and speculatively checking 
address before results of checksum calculations. If a packet has a faulty checksum it may 
simply be discarded and the speculative execution is then considered to be reversed [3]. We 
can see that intrapacket tasks could easily be handled by a data flow processor, were the 
program instructions are aligned with the data stream and triggered by an incoming packet. 
 
Interpacket tasks are thus those that require state information to be stored between packets. As 
an example this includes processing of TCP connections that might require re-transmissions 
and re-ordering of incoming data. On the network layer an interpacket task could be to 
reassemble fragmented IP packets. Delivering the incoming data to the correct application is 
also included. 

2.2.3 The Linkoping architecture 
The Linkoping architecture is designed to operate on a data stream. There are no general 
purpose register file or data memory. Instructions operate on an input data buffer which is 
updated every clock cycle. A new data word is thus available in the buffer and the program 
instruction must be aligned to the incoming data. All instruction execution times must be fully 
predictable. This forbids the use of a pipeline since conditional branching is a common 
operation. The program is stored in three lookup tables inside the processor core which results 
in short access times. Since the core of the Linkoping architecture only supports a limited set 
of operations appropriate accelerators must be added.  
 

Accelerator

Accelerator

Accelerator

Core

Input data stream

Output data stream

 
Figure 2-10: Linkoping architecture overview 

The accelerators are started by the core but it doesn’t have to wait for an accelerator to finish 
before it can continue to process the data stream. There are four signals between a general 
accelerator and the core, start, stop, ready and OK. All these must however not be 
implemented since not all accelerators need all the signals. An accelerator has access to the 
incoming data stream (after the core input buffer) and is possibly also generating an outgoing 
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data stream. It might also store an incoming data stream in a memory available to other 
processors. Network processing requires accelerators for tasks such as checksum calculations 
and packet buffering. 

Accelerator

start

stop

ready

OK

input data stream

output data stream  
Figure 2-11: Accelerator overview 

 
The processor architecture used in this project is the Intra-PP which is an instance of the 
Linkoping architecture. RTL code for a slightly scaled down implementation of the Intra-PP 
was available and that version was good enough to be used. The Intra-PP is designed for 
Ethernet, IP, ARP and UDP processing. The word length is 32 and the instructions available 
are Compare (CMP), Jump (JMP), Wait (WAT), Set (SET), Compare and set (CPS) and No 
operation (NOP). 

Dynamic buffer with 
field extraction unit

Compare Units

Control Code Book 
(CCB)

Next PC generation 
(NPCG)

Program counter 
(PC)

Instruction table (IT)

Instruction decoder 
(ID)

Parameter Code 
Book (PCB)

Input data stream

 
Figure 2-12: The Intra-PP architecture 

 
To support the one instruction per data word architecture in a network node there must be a 
way to handle C-style switch-case structures in one clock cycle. Two lookup tables (PCB and 
CCB) and a compare unit capable of four simultaneous comparisons make this possible. In 
Figure 2-13 a pointer in the instruction words generates a comparison between the constants 
C1 to C4 and the current buffer value. A match between C1 and the buffer value will result in 
the target address A1, a match between C2 and the buffer value will result in a jump to 
address A2 and so on. 
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Pointer from intruction word

 
Figure 2-13: Hardware support for switch-case in one clock cycle 

 

2.3 SoCBUS  

2.3.1 Network-on-chip 
The traditional way to connect different block in a chip is to use a time division multiplex 
(TDM) bus. Examples of this bus type are the ISA and PCI busses used in personal 
computers. This bus type works very well when the number of connected units is small, but it 
doesn’t scale well. 
 
Moving on to using networks-on-chip solves this problem by increasing the bandwidth 
significantly. The increased number of resources available for data transfers is the main 
reason for this. In a TDM bus only one transfer at the time can take place whereas a NOC has 
several communication links available, thus supporting several simultaneous transfers. 
 
A NOC has several similarities with general purpose network, but there are some important 
differences. In a typical system-on-chip there are usually higher performance and real-time 
requirements, but the network is static once designed. No nodes will be added once the design 
is finished and it is a lot easier to schedule the data transfers in order to achieve high network 
utilisation. 
 
A couple of networks-on-chip exist. Examples of these are Nostrum from the Royal Institute 
of Technology in Sweden, AEthereal from Philips Research and SoCBUS from Linköping 
University which is used in this project. 
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2.3.2 Introduction to SoCBUS 
The SoCBUS network-on-chip used in this project has been developed at the university as 
part of their research. This section will give an introduction to the SoCBUS features used. 
 
A SoCBUS network consists of routers, IP-blocks (cores) and links between these nodes. The 
routers can have any number of ports and the networks can be of arbitrary topology. For most 
Systems on Chip a two dimensional mesh is suitable. This requires the router to have five 
ports. Four of the ports connect to adjacent routers and the fifth connects an IP-block to the 
network. [4] 
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Figure 2-14: A SoCBUS network organized as a 2D mesh 

 

2.3.3 Packet-connected circuit 
The SoCBUS network is circuit switched during data transfer but the connections are set up in 
a packet based manner. This is referred to as a packet-connected circuit (PCC). 
 
Before a data transfer can be carried out over the network a dedicated path from the sender to 
the receiver must be set up. This connection establishment has at least for phases; Request, 
Acknowledge, Transfer and Cancel (disconnect). More phases are introduced if a connection 
couldn’t be established. The order of events would then be at least Request, Negative 
acknowledge, Retry (new request), Acknowledge, Transfer and Cancel. A negative 
acknowledge will be received by a sender if no route to the destination could be found 
because one or more links along the path already are busy. A special case of this is when the 
intended receiver is busy receiving data from another sender. 
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Figure 2-15: Two SoCBUS transactions 

 
Once the connection is established the data is transferred from sender to receiver without any 
intervention from the network until the sender signals disconnect. 

2.3.4 Routing 
The SoCBUS architecture supports two routing methods which are shortly described here. 
 
Distributed routing, which is used in this project, delegates the responsibility of choosing a 
valid route to the network. Every router must have knowledge of where to an incoming 
connection should be directed based on the destination address. Since the network is static 
once implemented in a chip it’s possible to construct all routing tables at design time. 
SoCBUS allows for a destination to have multiple outgoing connection possibilities. The 
outgoing connection are then selected base on a round-robin scheme. 
 
Source routing, not used in this project, gives the sender the responsibility to specify the route 
per connection attempt. This means that step by step route information must be transferred 
during the connection setup phase. The routers along the selected path must not base their 
decisions on any other information than that carried in the connection request. This means that 
requests asking for a non-existing path out from a router will fail. 

2.3.5 Physical connections 
A unidirectional SoCBUS link consists of four control signals and the data bus. SoCBUS 
allows for simultaneous bidirectional data transfers between to adjacent nodes. This means 
that eight control signals plus two times the data width number of wires are required. There is 
no difference between the connection between two routers and the connection between a 
router and an IP-block or the IP-block’s SoCBUS wrapper. 
 
The four control signals are divided into forward control (same direction as the data transfer) 
and reverse control. The forward control signals are strobe (stb) and data qualifier (qual). The 
reverse control signals are acknowledge (ack) and cancel. 
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Figure 2-16: Physical interface for a bidirectional link 

 
A route request is signalled by the rising edge of the strobe signal. During the first two clock 
cycles two request words (Req0, Req1) are sent over the data bus. The structure of these 
words is shown in Table 2-1. 
 

Signal Description 
Req0 [15:8] Destination address 
Req0 [7:4] Reserved 
Req0 [3] Speculative sending 
Req0 [2] End-to-end or local handshaking 
Req0 [1] Long or short packet 
Req0 [0] Distributed or source routing 
Req1 [15:0] Misc. data or addressing 

Table 2-1: Request format 

 
The table shows the possibility of other packet types than the one with four phases described 
earlier. These will however not be described since they were not used nor fully implemented 
and tested in the existing RTL code. 

2.3.6 Link protocol 
The basic transfer type is the long packet transfer with distributed routing. In addition to what 
is mentioned before, the qualification (qual) signal is used to indicate when there is valid data 
on the bus. A timing diagram for a long packet is shown in Figure 2-17.  
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Figure 2-17: SoCBUS basic link protocol 
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If there is a need to decrease the impact of latency in the network, the short packet type, local 
handshaking and speculative sending could be used. These options are only briefly described 
here. 
 
The short packet includes the data in the second request word (Req1). Combined with local 
handshaking the time to transfer a small amount of data if significantly reduced. 
 
Speculative sending of data reduces overhead by the number of clock cycles it takes to get a 
positive acknowledge from the destination. The qualification signal is asserted directly after 
the request words are transferred. The sender must however be prepared for a negative 
acknowledge and then retry at a later time. 

2.4 Development environment 

2.4.1 Hardware Description Languages 
The components supplied by the department were written in both Verilog and VHDL. In order 
to speed up the development process it was decided that all new code would be written in a 
single language. Since the unit that would require modifications (the packet classification 
engine / packet processor) was written in VHDL, and since the author was familiar with this 
language, is was decided that all new functionality should be implemented in VHDL. 

2.4.2 Software 
Xilinx ISE was used throughout the whole project for project management and the whole 
chain from synthesis to bit stream generation. Modelsim from Mentor Graphics was used for 
all simulations. Since it’s difficult to cover a real world application in simulation, Xilinx 
Chipscope was used for debugging the router in its target environment. None of the tools used 
gave any problems with the mixed HDL language environment. State machines were 
normally generated using an included tool (StateCAD) and the included schematic editor was 
used to combine smaller modules into larger ones. None of these last two tools were error free 
but using them shortened the development time.  
 
Both a Linux distribution and MS Windows XP were evaluated as operating systems for the 
development environment. It was found that some features in ISE were missing in the Linux 
version and the same application also worked better under Windows. Windows was therefore 
used during most of the project. 
 
All utility scripts for simulation data manipulation and a simple assembler were written in 
VBScript. Existing software for packet generation written in C/C++ was modified and 
compiled to run under Windows using the Bloodshed Dev-C++ package. 
 
For real world testing of the router a collection of software were used. Ethereal [5] for 
inspection of packets arriving at the hosts, the Ping utility and a custom UDP packet generator 
for simple short and long-run tests and an FTP client and server for file transmissions. 

2.4.3 Hardware 
As stated in the requirements, the target hardware is an FPGA. The department already had 
experience with Xilinx FPGAs and also experience of a specific development board from 
Avnet. The development board is expanded with two communication modules which both are 
equipped with an Ethernet physical layer circuit (National Semiconductor DP83861VQM-3) 
hereafter referred to as the “Ethernet Phy” or only Phy. This allows for the primary 
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requirement of two Gigabit Ethernet ports to be fulfilled. The Ethernet phy is connected to the 
FPGA using the standard Gigabit Media Independent Interface (GMII). This interface 
contains clock, data and data enable/valid signals in both directions. The GMII is shown as a 
part of Figure 3-1. 
 
A new expansion board would have had to be developed if more than two ports are desired. 
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3 Design and implementation 

3.1 System overview 
A top level system partitioning was suggested in the feasibility study. It divided the system 
into input packet processors (IPP), output packet processors (OPP), forwarding table (FT), 
packet buffer (PB) and general purpose processor (CPU). All these entities are connected 
through a network-on-chip (NOC), which in this particular design is the SoCBUS network. 
All communication between the blocks is carried out as independent one-way messages over 
the NOC. Figure 3-1 show the signals for the top level module and Figure 3-2 shows a 
flowchart for IP packet forwarding and which hardware unit is responsible for which task. 
 
 

FPGA

Phy0: GMII (Clk 125 MHz,DataValid,Data[8])

Phy1: GMII (Clk 125 MHz,DataValid,Data[8])

Phy0: GMII (Clk 125 MHz,Reset,TxEn,TxErr,Data[8])

Phy1: GMII (Clk 125 MHz,Reset,TxEn,TxErr,Data[8])

Clk 40 MHz

Clk 125 MHz

Packet counters, 2*8 bits

 
Figure 3-1: Signals to and from the FPGA 

 
In this design the top level architecture is similar to the previously mentioned one. Important 
differences are that the IPP now is considered to be part of the slightly larger Input module 
and the OPP is renamed to Output module for better naming consistency. The Output module 
has no programmability.  
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Figure 3-2: IP Forwarding flowchart 
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Figure 3-3: System overview 

As can be seen in the system overview, the packet buffer has a connection to the centre of the 
network. The input and output modules are symmetrically placed in relation to that 
connection. This means that no path through the router (input to output) will have any 
advantage over another. 

3.2 Network-On-Chip 
The single and obvious task for the network-on-chip is to provide communication between the 
different blocks in the system. It should provide a simple interface to the IP-blocks and it 
should also be easy to add new blocks (network nodes) as needed.  
 
One of the requirements for this project was that SoCBUS should be used as the NOC 
connecting all blocks. All RTL code and tools for generating networks of different sizes were 
available at the start of the project. This made it very easy to get a NOC running both in 
simulation and in the FPGA. 
 
The network is organized as a two dimensional mesh with nine routers. All nodes except for 
the packet buffer (PB) have one connection to the network. The PB has two connections. 
 
The network was set to run at 80 MHz and it has a 36 bits wide data bus. Most of the time 
only 32 bits are used but in some cases the whole bus width is needed. Since the 36 bit wide 
dual port RAMs are used as buffers the SoCBUS network were dimensioned to be able to 
transfer one row at the time from a buffer in one block to another. 

3.3 Input module 

3.3.1 Overview 
The input module consists of the input packet processor and an interface to the Ethernet Phy. 
An asynchronous FIFO connects these two.  
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Figure 3-4: Overview input module 

3.3.2 Details 
The data stream arriving from the network is eight bits wide and runs at 125 MHz. The data is 
stored as 32 bit words in the FIFO and the packet processor fetches the data at 31.25 MHz. 
The FPGA had several Digital Clock Managers (DCM) available [6]. These modules can 
generate a wide range of clock frequencies, both faster and slower than the input clock. Such 
a module was used to generate the packet processor clock from the Ethernet clock. Ethernet 
CRC calculations are made on the incoming byte stream. The result is signalled through the 
FIFO to the packet processor. 
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Figure 3-5: Input buffer 

  
The packet processor has three main parts, the Intra-PP core, an IP header checksum (IPHCS) 
accelerator and a buffer accelerator. The core is the one mentioned in 2.2.3. The IPHCS 
accelerator is a modified version from the same project. Some modifications were needed to 
support the higher clock frequency (31.25 MHz instead of 3.125 MHz). The existing VHDL 
code didn’t generate a good enough result after the place and route step. Parts of the code in 
the IPHCS accelerator (adder for a partial sum) were removed and a new adder was created 
using building blocks in the schematic editor. These building blocks included relative 
locations of the adder’s components, which resulted in better results after place and route. 
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Figure 3-6: Packet processor including accelerators 

The buffer accelerator is responsible of buffering the incoming data stream. The PP 
communicates with the accelerator using seven signals, write start, write cancel, write 
confirm, IP, ARP and buffer full. All signals but the last are sent from the core to the buffer. 
On the other end of the accelerator it connects to the on-chip-network. 
 
The OCN and the buffer accelerator run at different clock frequencies. The communication 
between the different clock domains is solved by using dual port RAMs and two 
asynchronous FIFOs (generated by Xilinx CORE Generator [7]). The data is stored in the 
RAM and the starting address and length is sent through one FIFO once the PP core signals a 
valid packet. When data are read out on the SoCBUS side the number of words read are sent 
back through the other FIFO. One unit is responsible of managing available buffer space and 
will signal to the PP core when the local buffer is full. Two Block RAMs are used which 
gives a buffer space of four kB [6]. 
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Figure 3-7: Buffer accelerator 

 
Packets are labelled with a flow identifier by the PP core and the buffer accelerator. A flow 
could be defined as all packets with IP or ARP traffic, or any other type of packets that the 
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packet processor can detect [8]. The flow id is then mapped to the SoCBUS address of the 
node handling the specified data flow. As an example, the PP could be programmed to mark 
all real time video traffic with another flow id than IP traffic in general. These packets could 
then be sent to a specific buffer on the chip for high priority handling. Since only IP traffic is 
handled by the system, all incoming packets are sent to the packet buffer. 
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Figure 3-8: SoCBUS Interface in buffer accelerator 

The input module’s only SoCBUS communication is the data sent to the packet buffer. The 
data is the complete Ethernet packet without preamble and checksum. 

3.3.3 Software 
A small program runs in the processor for classification of the incoming packets. It checks the 
Ethernet address (broadcast or a specific address), determines Ethernet type (IP or ARP) and 
then makes sure that the IP header checksum (for IP packets) and the Ethernet checksum (all 
packets) are correct. The classification decision (IP, ARP or discard) is signalled to the buffer 
accelerator. The complete source code with comments follows below. 
 
'Wait for new packet and buffer not full 
00: WAT,0,input=0;10 
'Compare eth dest 47-16 
01: CMP,0,new=1,jump=0,pointer=2,width=32,offset=0 
'Compare eth dest 15-0, jump if ok 
02: JMP,0,type=10,pointer=3,width=16,offset=16,new=0,jump=5 
'Discard payload 
03: SET,0,output=6 
'Jump to beginning 
04: JMP,0,type=00,jump=0 
'Align with data stream 
05: NOP,0 
'Jump if IP or ARP, start iphcs, start payload 
06: CPS,0,new=1,jump=1,pointer=0,width=16,offset=16,output=4;0 
'Jump to discard 
07: JMP,0,type=00,jump=3 
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'Set flow = IP (and start lengthcounter ip) 
08: SET,0,output=2 
'Wait for iphcs calculation 
09: WAT,0,input=3 
'Jump if IPHCS ok 
10: JMP,0,type=01,input=4,jump=12 
'Jump to discard 
11: JMP,0,type=00,jump=3 
'Wait for packet end 
12: WAT,0,input=7 
'Jump if packetcrcok 
13: JMP,0,type=01,input=8,jump=15 
'Jump to discard 
14: JMP,0,type=00,jump=3 
'Confirm payload 
15: SET,0,output=5 
'Jump to program start 
16: JMP,0,type=00,jump=0 
'Set flow  ARP (and start lengthcounter arp) 
17: SET,0,output=3 
'Jump to wait for packet end 
18: JMP,0,type=00,jump=12 

3.4 Packet buffer 

3.4.1 Overview 
Although packets are buffered locally in the input modules, a larger shared buffer will 
increase the memory utilization (consider the case were only one input port is active but all 
ports have dedicated buffers). The packet buffer receives packets from the input module and 
sends a lookup request to the forwarding table. When a lookup result is received the packet is 
sent to the appropriate output module. Since the forwarding table generates a tag associated 
with the address sent to it, the packet buffer has lookup tables associating the tags to output 
interfaces and Ethernet addresses. The packet buffer also keeps track of the Ethernet source 
address for every output interface. The lookup tables can be reconfigured at any time but in 
this project it only occurs once during start up. 
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Figure 3-9: Packet buffer overview 
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The packet buffer has two connections to SoCBUS. One is used for configuration and lookup 
requests and the other one is dedicated to communication with the input and output modules. 
Since the SoCBUS links are bi-directional, the packet buffer can simultaneously send and 
receive both packets and lookup data. 

3.4.2 Details 
The packet buffer can be further divided into smaller blocks. These are the buffer core (dual 
port RAM and two FIFOs), destination address extraction, programmable lookup tables 
(mapping tags to output ports and Ethernet addresses) and last the main state machine 
controlling the other blocks. There are also state machines implementing the SoCBUS link 
protocol. 
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Figure 3-10: Packet buffer 

3.4.2.1 Buffer core 
The core of the packet buffer uses the same principle as the other nodes on the SoCBUS 
network that requires buffering. Incoming data is stored in a dual port RAM and once a whole 
packet is received the packet’s base address and its length are written to a FIFO. On the other 
side of the FIFO the buffer controller detects the new packet and starts processing it. When 
the packet is being read out, memory in the RAM is freed with regular intervals to allow for 
new incoming data as soon as possible. An earlier design of the buffer used fixed size 
(maximum Ethernet packet size) slots instead. This performed bad since when a large packet 
was followed by several smaller packets, these couldn’t be stored because there weren’t slots 
enough.  
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Figure 3-11: Packet buffer core 

3.4.2.2 Destination address extraction 
When a new packet has been received its destination address must be sent to the forwarding 
table. This requires two read operations in the RAM since the upper and lower half of the 
destination address are located on different rows in the RAM. During to two clock cycles the 
correct rows are addressed using the packets base address and a constant in the extraction 
unit. When the first part of the IP address is available it is stored in a register and a clock 
cycle later the whole IP address is written into a FIFO from which it is sent to the forwarding 
table. 

3.4.2.3 Programmable lookup tables 
The lookup tables are responsible for mapping the tags received from the forwarding tables to 
physical interfaces and Ethernet addresses. The lookup tables also include which Ethernet 
source address to use for all output interfaces. This was put here instead of in the output 
module to allow them to be changed without adding configurability to the output module. 
There are two lookup tables, one for tag to interface and destination conversion and one for 
the source addresses. 
 

Tag Interface Ethernet destination address 

Table 3-1: Lookup table row, tag to interface and Ethernet destination 

 
Interface Ethernet source address 

Table 3-2: Lookup table row, interface to Ethernet source address 

 
Updating and reading from the lookup tables are controlled by the main buffer controller 
using six wires. The unit has three outputs which all are connected to the SoCBUS block 
responsible for sending packets to the output modules. The three outputs are Ethernet 
destination address, Ethernet source address and a number identifying the Ethernet interface 
that should be used. The buffer controller supplies the control signals for the lookup tables.  
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Figure 3-12: Programmable lookup tables interface 

3.4.2.4 Buffer controller 
The buffer controller is a finite state machine controlling all the other blocks. It is responsible 
for generating the lookup requests, handle lookup results and modification to the lookup 
tables and to initiate the transmission of packets to the output modules. It is basically a small 
loop were the different tasks (such as lookup requests, packet forwarding and updating the 
lookup tables) are carried out in a specific order. Figure 3-13 shows a simplified version of 
the state machine. 
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Figure 3-13: Packet buffer, principle of operation 

 

3.5 Forwarding table 
The forwarding table specified in the requirements was left out due to shortage of time. A 
ROM-based small forwarding table unit was implemented instead. It communicates with the 
packet buffer over SoCBUS but can not be updated once the FPGA is programmed. 
 
The forwarding expects an IP address as its input data and returns a tag which is later 
translated by the packet buffer into an output port and Ethernet address. 
 

IP destination address Tag 
192.168.0.1 1 
192.168.0.2 2 
130.236.55.25 3 
All other addresses 4 

Table 3-3: Forwarding table ROM 
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3.6 Output module 

3.6.1 Overview 
The output module accepts Ethernet packets without preamble and checksum). Its task is thus 
to add the preamble and checksum and to interface with the Ethernet Phy on the 
communication modules connected to the development board. The output module has no 
programmability. 
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Figure 3-14: Output module overview 

3.6.2 Details 
The use of different clock domains between SoCBUS and the byte stream to the Ethernet Phy 
is handled by the same buffer structure as in the input module. Incoming data is written to a 
dual port RAM and once a whole packet is received its start address and length are written to 
an asynchronous FIFO. When packets are read out of the RAM the number of bytes read are 
written into another asynchronous FIFO with regular intervals. This results in efficient use of 
the RAM. The reason for not using only small asynchronous FIFOs is that a complete packet 
must be available before sending starts. No way of solving this in another way was found 
during the project. Even if asynchronous FIFOs would have been used the resource usage 
would probably have been the same since asynchronous FIFOs the size of several Ethernet 
packets probably would be implemented by using the available dual port RAMs.   
 
Once a whole packet is received the process of putting a complete packet on the wire begins. 
The state machine in the interface to the Ethernet Phy generates the correct byte stream by 
controlling a number of multiplexers and the CRC checksum calculation unit. 
 
Multiplexers are used both for 32 to 8 bit word size conversions and to select between 
preamble, data and checksum. This use of multiplexers to generate the outgoing byte stream 
on the fly required some pipelining to achieve the required clock frequency of 125 MHz. 
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Figure 3-15: Ethernet Phy interface 

3.7 Configuration unit 

3.7.1 Overview 
Since it was considered too time consuming to include a general purpose processor in the 
project, a much smaller module was implemented to illustrate runtime updates of the packet 
buffer. The module is activated once at startup.  
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Figure 3-16: Configuration unit overview 
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3.7.2 Details 
Inside the module all configuration data is stored in a ROM. The ROM also contains the 
target modules in the SoCBUS network that the data is intended for. It’s possible to configure 
more than one module from this unit, but in this project it’s only the packet buffer that accepts 
updates at runtime. 
 

Row type (4) SoCBUS Address (4) Data (36) 
2  First row in a transaction 

1  Last row in a transaction 

0 
Row in the middle of a 
transaction or end of 
configuration data 

Address of target 
device 

Arbitrary 
data 

Table 3-4: Configuration unit ROM format 

After the system is reset, an FSM starts reading the ROM looking for data to send. If it finds a 
new configuration packet it connects to the target and reads and sends one word at the time 
until it reaches the last word flag. If the next row in the ROM has the “first row” flag set a 
new transfer is initiated and the data is sent. This continues until there are no more packets to 
send. 
 

3.8 Communication between modules 

3.8.1 Input module to packet buffer 
Incoming IP packets are sent over SoCBUS to the packet buffer. The lower 32 bits are used. 
In addition to the IP packet, the Ethernet Type field is also included in order to avoid 
realigning the data. 

3.8.2 Packet buffer to forwarding table 
Lookup queries are sent from the packet buffer to the forwarding table. One single 32 bit 
word is used and that is the destination IP address. 

3.8.3 Forwarding table to packet buffer 
The forwarding table contains mappings between IP destination addresses and a recipient id 
called tag. Once the forwarding table has resolved the destination address the associated tag is 
sent to the packet buffer. 

3.8.4 Packet buffer to output module 
The output module expects Ethernet packets complete with source and destination addresses 
but without preamble and checksum. Each packet is sent over SoCBUS as one message 
containing a sequence of 32 bit words. The lower 32 bits of the SoCBUS data bus are used. 

3.8.5 Configuration unit to packet buffer 
At startup configuration data is sent from the configuration to the packet buffer. All 36 bits of 
the SoCBUS links are used for this. 
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4 Verification and testing 
Verification has been performed both in simulation and in hardware. Simulation is the desired 
method as much as possible. It provides the detailed information needed for finding errors in 
the code and it is very quick compared to generating a new bit file (including synthesis, 
translate, map, place and route). In the end of the project it took approximately an hour to try 
new HDL code in hardware. 
 
It was difficult to generate simulation data equal to data in the real environment. The selected 
solution was to verify the behaviour for data streams with different packet sizes. Once this 
worked in simulation a test was performed with in the hardware setup. If errors were found 
(the router stopped routing packets) a packet sniffer together with Chipscope measurements 
were used to locate the errors. With a known situation and approximate location of the error 
new simulation data could be created and the simulation would then give the information 
needed to correct the error. The described process was iterated until the router worked in a 
real application (routing of IP/UDP packets and ICMP echo (ping) for several days. A 
performance measurement was also performed, but it was restricted by limitations in the test 
equipment. The two computers used were not fast enough to handle the network traffic when 
the packet sizes were decreased. This was observed as significant packet loss which can be 
seen in Table 5-9. 

4.1 Simulation setup 
Before new blocks were added to the design they were usually tested using their own test 
benches. Once the building blocks worked the whole system were tested using its own test 
bench. The test bench was designed to be as equal to the hardware as possible. Only signals 
that would enter the system in hardware were allowed as stimuli to the router during 
simulation. The data used in the simulations were created using a modified version of the 
provided Intra-PP simulator together with a script that created long packet streams. Correct 
behaviour was assured using inspection in the simulation waveforms and output files 
generated by the test bench. 
 

RouterTest bench

Phy0: Clk 125 MHz,DataValid,Data[8]

Phy1: Clk 125 MHz,DataValid,Data[8]

Phy0: Clk 125 MHz,Reset,TxEn,TxErr,Data[8]

Phy1: Clk 125 MHz,Reset,TxEn,TxErr,Data[8]

Input data 
port 0

Input data 
port 1

Output 
data

Clk 40 MHz

Clk 125 MHz

Packet counters, 2*8 bits

 
Figure 4-1: Simulation setup 
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4.2 Hardware setup 
The hardware setup was kept as small as possible but it provided the necessary tools. The first 
version of the router was restricted to one Ethernet port and thus a switch was required to 
allow for data transfers between two computers. The ARP tables in the computers were 
modified to force all traffic between them to go through the router even though they could 
have communicated directly through the switch. The same ARP table entries were also 
needed even when the router was equipped with two ports since the router doesn’t respond to 
ARP requests. 
 

Computer

Development board 
expanded with one 

communication board
(1 Ethernet port)

Gigabit 
Ethernet 
switch

Computer

 
Figure 4-2: Hardware test setup 1 

 
 
The tools used for verification were the Ping utility, a small piece of software sending UDP 
packets and a FTP session. A long run test (several days) was also performed. Once all these 
worked flawlessly the router was considered to be fully working. 
 

 

Development board 
expanded with two 

communication 
boards

(2 Ethernet ports)

Computer Computer

 
Figure 4-3: Hardware test setup 2 

4.3 Chipscope 
The use of Chipscope was of invaluable help during verification in the hardware. It made it 
possible to examine internal signals and state machines at runtime in a way that wouldn’t have 
been possible or at least much more time consuming using logic analyzers. If logic analyzers 
had been used it would also have been necessary to manufacture new expansion boards with 
more connections to the FPGA than those already available on the main board. 
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5 Results 

5.1 Fulfilled requirements 
The following requirements have been fulfilled. 
 

•  The router should handle forwarding of IPv4 traffic. 
•  The router should have two Gigabit Ethernet ports and support full duplex 
•  These modules provided by the department should be used: 

o Packet classification engine 
o Network on chip (SoCBUS) 

•  The design should  fit in a Xilinx Virtex-II XC2V4000 FPGA 
•  The system should be implemented on a specific development board (by Avnet) 

provided by the department. 
•  Basic real-world testing with some common Internet application should be performed. 

 
The only primary requirement that was left out is the use of the existing forwarding engine. 
The reason for this was lack of time, as was the reason for not fulfilling any of the secondary 
requirements. 

5.2 FPGA utilisation 
As stated in the previous section, the requirement that the design should fit in a specified 
FPGA was fulfilled. The device utilisation for the complete system is shown in Table 5-1. 
The number of flip flops, LUTs and Block RAMs used for each module is shown in Table 5-2 
to Table 5-5. 
 

Resource type Used Total Usage 
Slices 12270 23040 53 % 
Slice Flip Flops 7572 46080 16 % 
4 input LUTs  17304 46080 37 % 
Bonded IOBs 62 824 8 % 
Block RAMs 73 120 60 % 
GCLKs 8 16 50 % 
DCM_ADVs 4 12 33 % 

Table 5-1: FPGA device utilisation, system 
 

Resource type Used Total Usage 
Slices 992 23040 4 % 
Slice Flip Flops 678 46080 1 % 
4 input LUTs 1061 46080 2 % 
Block RAMs   2 120 2 % 

Table 5-2: FPGA device utilisation, input module 
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Resource type Used Total Usage 
Slices 668 23040 3 % 
Slice Flip Flops 495 46080 1 % 
4 input LUTs 775 46080 2 % 
Block RAMs   2 120 2 % 

Table 5-3: FPGA device utilisation, output module 
 

Resource type Used Total Usage 
Slices 1341 23040 6 % 
Slice Flip Flops 846 46080 2 % 
4 input LUTs 1651 46080 4 % 
Block RAMs 65 120 54 % 

Table 5-4: FPGA device utilisation, packet buffer 
 

Resource type Used Total Usage 
Slices 8391 23040 36 % 
Slice Flip Flops 4349 46080 9 % 
4 input LUTs 13401 46080 29 % 
Block RAMs 0 120 0 % 

Table 5-5: FPGA device utilisation, SoCBUS 

5.3 Performance 

5.3.1 Limitations 
The SoCBUS network was implemented with a raw bandwidth larger than the possible 
incoming bandwidth (more than 2 Gbps). Properties of the SoCBUS network do however 
decrease the actual performance because of route setup times and latency in the SoCBUS 
routers. This becomes especially obvious when the router is loaded with small packets 
arriving at maximum speed. The total time for transferring a packet will then be equal to or 
larger than the time spent transferring the actual data. This time would increase even more if 
the SoCBUS network would be expanded with more nodes since the time required to set up a 
connection between two nodes depends on the number of routers along the path. 
 
The connection setup time is also a limitation for the lookup requests since the amount of data 
is very small. This could however be solved by using a dedicated connection between the 
buffer and the lookup unit, by grouping several requests into one SoCBUS transaction or by 
using another SoCBUS link type. 

5.3.2 Measurements 

5.3.2.1 Simulation 
In order to estimate performance under different conditions and to dimension the SoCBUS 
network in future designs it is valuable to know the amount of overhead introduced by 
SoCBUS. The easiest way to do this is by simulation. As we can see in the figures the 
overhead is very large when transferring small packets and still noticeable when transferring 
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longer packets. The total transaction time for a small packet is more then twice the time it 
takes to transfer the actual data. 
 
The following figures and tables illustrates the transaction times for different SoCBUS 
transaction in the current implementation. 
 

 
Figure 5-1: IP packet, 30 bytes payload, from input module to SoCBUS 

 

 
Figure 5-2: IP Packet, 1400 bytes payload, from input module to SoCBUS 

 
IP payload size Transaction time Data transfer time Overhead 

30 bytes 26 clock cycles 
325 ns@80MHz 

13 clock cycles 
162.5 ns@80MHz 

100 % 

1400 bytes 369 clock cycles 
4612.5 ns@80MHz 

363 clock cycles 
4537.5 ns@80MHz 

1.7 % 

Table 5-6: SoCBUS overhead measurements from simulation 

 
We can see that the input module needs a connection to the SoCBUS network with more than 
twice (IP packets can have a payload of less than 30 bytes shown in the example) the 
bandwidth of the Ethernet connection because of the overhead. This means that the packet 
buffer must have a connection to the on-chip network with a bandwidth of more than four 
times the Ethernet bandwidth in order to support minimum sized packets. 
 
The overhead when sending data from the packet buffer to the output modules is even worse 
since the time it takes to establish a connection depends on the distance between the two 
nodes. This means that placement of the blocks in the network is an important design issue. 
 
In Figure 5-3 the complete cycle for one lookup is shown. Explanations of the connection 
names are given in Table 5-7. 
 

Connection name Description 
BLOCK_1_ip_* Data from packet buffer to SoCBUS 
BLOCK_2_op_* Data from SoCBUS to lookup table 
BLOCK_2_ip_* Data from lookup table to SoCBUS 
BLOCK_1_op_* Data from SoCBUS to packet buffer 

Table 5-7: Connection descriptions for lookup request waveform 
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Figure 5-3: Lookup request from and to packet buffer 

 

5.3.2.2 Hardware 
After the application tests were finished the router was stress tested with a utility named Iperf 
[9] running on two computers as shown in Figure 4-3 equipped with a Linux operating system 
(SUSE, 2.6.5 kernel), a Broadcom Gigabit Ethernet controller (reported as a BCM5751 PCI 
Express chip by the OS) and a Broadcom bcm5700 driver. The same tests were run with and 
without the router making the router’s impact visible. The test results for TCP are shown in 
Table 5-8 and for UDP in Table 5-9. 
 

Iperf flags Without the router With the router 
(None) 941 Mbits/s 759 Mbits/s 
-d 794 Mbits/s Test failed, unknown reason 

Table 5-8: TCP test results 
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Without the router With the router 

Iperf flags 
Client 
speed 

(Mbits/s) 

Server speed 
(Mbits/s) 

and 
Loss 

Client 
speed 

(Mbits/
s) 

Server Speed 
(Mbits/s) 

and 
Loss 

-u –b 1000M -l 1470 
957 957 

0 % 
957 951 

0.65 % 

-u –b 1000M -l 1000 
933 933 

0 % 
932 922 

1.1 % 

-u –b 1000M -l 800 
910 910 

0 % 
909 905 

0.45 % 

-u –b 1000M -l 600 
828 828 

0 % 
827 827 

0.9 % 

-u –b 1000M -l 500 
828 828 

0 % 
827 821 

0.76 % 

-u –b 1000M -l 400 
755 755 

0 % 
754 754 

0.07 % 

-u –b 1000M -l 300 
680 624 

8.2 % 
686 622 

9.3 % 

-u –b 1000M -l 200 
465 420 

9.8 % 
481 397 

17 % 

-u –b 1000M -l 100 
293 246 

16 % 
243 213 

12 % 

Table 5-9: UDP test results 

Because of limitations in the hardware and/or software in the computers it is difficult to draw 
conclusions from the test. What is most interesting is that the router drops between 0.5 and 1 
percent of the UDP packets even under good traffic conditions (large packets). The router also 
affects performance negatively during the TCP test. These observations indicate some kind of 
design error which should be addressed if the project is continued. The best conclusion that 
can be drawn is that the router needs more testing and debugging. 
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6 Conclusions and further work 

6.1 General 
Designing a system with SoCBUS interconnecting different modules result in a flexible 
design to which it is easy to add new modules. Once the format of messages sent over 
SoCBUS is established it should be easy to simultaneously develop several modules. Since 
the modules in the current design are loosely coupled it will be easy to reuse some of them in 
future projects. The developer doesn’t need any knowledge of the modules except for how to 
communicate with them. 
 
If the current design is to be expanded, one could utilize the programmability of the processor 
in the input module to do a more fine grained classification of incoming packet. The different 
packet flow could then be directed to different modules connected to the SoCBUS network. 
There could for example be separate lookup and buffer modules for IPv4, IPv6 and MPLS 
packets. 
 
One of the easiest ways to improve the design in this project is to connect the packet buffer 
and the lookup table directly instead of using SoCBUS. Together with improvements 
regarding the SoCBUS connection setup latency, which is a problem for small and medium 
sized IP packets, this would result in a better performing router. 

6.2 SoCBUS 
The SoCBUS provided an easy way to interconnect the different top level modules once 
general components with supporting state machines and logic were developed to connect 
processing elements (such as the Intra-PP) to the network. The main drawback of using 
SoCBUS is large overhead when sending small and medium sized packets. This has however 
been addressed to some extent by the SoCBUS designer, although it was not possible to use 
this solution in this project. It would improve the situation a lot if the latency can be reduced 
for connection setup and the clock frequency increased.  

6.3 Input module 
The input module consists of an Intra-PP core and a few accelerators. The Intra-PP fit nicely 
in the design although it wasn’t used for any advanced classification. A new accelerator had 
to be developed for the SoCBUS interface and other unused accelerators were removed. It 
was early discovered that the processor was unable to distinguish between different versions 
of the Internet Protocol. This rather big issued is caused by a limitation in the Compare 
instruction. It is suggested that the Compare instruction is improved to support more flexible 
comparisons. Another important feature that must be implemented in order to fully utilize the 
processors capabilities is a mechanism for reprogramming the processor at runtime using the 
SoCBUS connection. This requires changing the lookup tables and program memory to be 
RAMs instead of ROMs. 

6.4 Packet buffer 
The packet buffer must be redesigned to support full speed communication. The current 
design has limits both on large and small packets. One obvious thing to modify is the main 
state machine in the buffer which currently performs its tasks in a strict sequence. Grouping 
of request to the lookup table is one thing that would increase packet buffer throughput and 
also reduce the impact of the overhead introduced by SoCBUS connection setup. 
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6.5 Forwarding table 
The forwarding table used in this project is basically only a ROM with a few destination 
addresses and SoCBUS capabilities. The original intention was to use a high-speed 
forwarding table developed at the university but this was left out due to the time limitation. 

6.6 Output module 
The current output module requires complete Ethernet packets (except for preamble and 
checksum) as its input. If a designer want to separate the Ethernet and IP layers, for example 
in order to make the packet buffer unaware of Ethernet addresses, this module must be 
modified and a new entity must be introduced on the SoCBUS network that programs the 
output module with Ethernet destination addresses of next hop routers. 

6.7 Configuration unit 
The configuration unit can be considered as part of a proof-of-concept of runtime 
configuration of modules using the on-chip network. In a real implementation the unit should 
be replaced with a general purpose processor which also could be responsible for configuring 
the other module. Some of the obvious tasks would be routing table updates, implementation 
of routing protocols, ARP and updating the input modules with new classification programs. 
It should preferably contain a small operation system and present some kind of interface 
(telnet, http) to the outside world. 

6.8 Development environment 
Because of the absence of good simulation stimuli, only a few and simple test cases could be 
tried out before moving from simulation to hardware. Once a design was tested in a real setup 
additional errors were found and had to be corrected. When the design grows the development 
process becomes significantly slower because of the time it takes to synthesize the HDL code 
and generate a new bit file for the FPGA. It is strongly recommended that future projects 
either buy or develop good tools for simulation stimuli generation and also develop higher 
level models that would be feasible to use in longer simulation runs. 
 
In this project Xilinx Chipscope were used a lot to find errors in the design. The project would 
probably not have resulted in a working design without this tool. It is recommended that a 
license for Chipscope is made available for all future projects of this kind. 
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